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Topic Break Down / for Periods/Learning objectives 

/ progression 

Learning Outcomes/ Skills 

acquired

Activities (Formative assessment 

tasks, projects, Visits) INCLUDING 

VIRTUAL LEARNING 

Teaching Aids / Reference/ Resources Competencies and Values MY IDENTITY Cross-Curricular link 
Critical Thinking Questions (Objective / 

Subjective)
Art Integration

My Shadow (Poem) 5
Listening: Listen and comprehend ideas and information.

Speaking: Express and present a range of ideas, information, and 

feelings. 

Listening: Listen and comprehend ideas and information. Speaking: Express and present a range of ideas, information, and feelings.                                                                                                                                                 Reading: Identification of the poetic and literary devices. Writing: Organizing ideas and details in a coherent manner.
* Research about the characteristics of a 

shadow. 

Word Web, MS Quiz, Writing Task

Power Point Presentation shares through MS Teams, Assignment, MS Quiz, Google Search, You tube* CRITICAL THINKING/ 

INDEPENDENT LEARNING * CARE/ RESPECT

Write about any famous poet of U.A.E.Science: 

Research about the characteristics of a shadow.

Q. If you were to think of your shadow as a different 

person, what would it be like?

Structure-Grammar 5 The Sentence, Parts of a sentence, Subject and predicate Define a ‘sentence’. *Joining the appropriate subject and predicate parts to create meaningful sentences. * Frame meaningful sentences using subject and predicate parts. *Rewriting the story by inserting the proper punctuations.   Video of Subject and predicate, Learning Mat, Punctuation Cards, Sentence Strips* CRITICAL THINKING/ Arabic translation of sentence and sentence parts.Find out the Hindi / Malayalam translation of the sentence 
Henry, the chameleon *Infer the contextual meaning of the vocabulary. * Analyze the Listening for details and drawing *Speaking activity, Listening task, *Reading Power Point Presentation through MS Teams, * CRITICAL THINKING/ INDEPENDENT Write about the Research and prepare a fact file about chameleons and their 
Structure-Grammar   Kinds of Nouns  – (Proper, Common and Collective nouns) Define the different kinds of nouns.                         * Prepare a four column chart with four PPT shared through MS Teams, Assignment, CREATIVITY AND  INNOVATION/  List the different Write the different kinds of nouns used in the respective 
Abstract and Concrete nouns 5 Grammatical structure - Abstract and Concrete nouns Differentiate between abstract and *List out various abstract and concrete nouns Power Point Presentation shares through MS * CRITICAL THINKING/ INDEPENDENT Write examples of Write the Hindi/Malayalam translations of abstract and 
Structure-Grammar 5 Pronouns and Kinds of pronouns (possessive, personal, distributive, demonstrative, indefinite, reflexive pronouns)State the definition of a pronoun.                    Thumbs up or thumbs down Activity, Circle Power Point Presentation shares through MS INDEPENDENT LEARNING/ CREATIVITY Write the different Write the different pronouns used in Arabic language.
L-4 The Sparrow 5 Analyze the theme and the poetic devices used. Summarize the poem.Recite the poem Word Wall, Listening Power, Paragraph Video introduction about the author, Question CRITICAL THINKING/ INDEPENDENT * Write about the ICT: Prepare a presentation based on these points: Pets are 
What Lucy finds in the Wardrobe 5 *Introduction of the lesson.* Reading the lesson.       To listen to and identify how language, * Prepare a web chart. * Story Sequencing. * Video clips of The Chronicles of Narnia, Course CREATIVITY Research and write Research and write about the famous book ‘One Thousand 
Grammar 5 Define and differentiate between root words, prefixes and suffixes Determine the meaning of words using Create a table, listing the root word and its Roots, Prefixes, and Suffixes task sheets, * CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION/ PROBLEM How can you write Math: Numeric Prefixes and suffixes.
David Copperfield 5 Brainstorming, Introduction of the story, Framing questions of Infer the meaning from the text while Reading Comprehension: Literary Auto-biographical clips of famous personalities, CREATIVITY Prepare a power Interview your parents and compare the way of life during 
Structure-Grammar 5 Degrees of Comparison - Adjectives Define and identify adjectives and Brainstorming session, creating sentences Picture description prompts, power point * CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION/ PROBLEM Prepare an Math: Compare the numbers. (less than, greater than)
Structure-Grammar 5 Adjectives - word endings with '-ed' and '-ing' forms. Create sentences using descriptive Brainstorming session, creating sentences Power point, video, Flash cards, pictures, * CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION/ PROBLEM Prepare an Math: Compare the numbers. (less than, greater than)

July

August

The Snare 5 *Analyze the theme and the thought contained in the poem. Listening and inferring ideas and Word Wall, Listening Power, Discourse Power Point Presentation CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION/ List out the endangered animal species of U.A.E and research about the measures taken by the U.A.E. government to protect the animal species.Prepare a fact file about the various endangered animal 
Structure-Grammar 5 Subject – Verb Agreement Examines how the subject and verb Brainstsorming session, quiz, rules chart Assignment, Google Search, You tube CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION/ PROBLEM SOLVINGList out the subject-verb rules followed in Arabic language.List out the subject-verb rules followed in Hindi/Malayalam.

Mother Teresa (Prose)
5

* To connect and relate prior experiences, insights and ideas.           

*Outline story writing

Summarizes the important points with 

supporting details.

* Connects and relates to prior 

Listening Power, Auto-biography and 

biography about Mother Teresa, Research 

Work

Power Point Presentation 

shares through MS Teams, Reading Cards,

Assignment, 

CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION/ 

COLLABORATION/ INDEPENDENT LEARNING

CARE / EMPATHY

Find out about the 

orphanages, 

organizations and 

Is it a good practice to donate clothes, toys, stationeries, 

shoes, and other things to the needy and poor? Why? (Life 

Skills)
Structure-Grammar 5 Adverbs and Kinds of Adverbs (manner, place, time and degree)

Define an Adverb. Differentiate and 

identify between the different kinds of 

adverbs.

Brainstorming session, creating sentences 

with types of adverbs, description of a 

cartoon character, task sheet and writing 

Power point, video, Flash cards, pictures, 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=EDV-KMBvMck

* CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION/ PROBLEM 

SOLVING

Compare and constrast the mannerism of different animals.

Linguistic structure 5 Homophones and Homonyms Differentiate between homophones and homonyms.                                                        Flip book about homophones and Powerpoint presentation, assignment, CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION List examples of homophones and homonyms in Arabic.Write examples of homophones and homonyms in Hindi/Malayalam
How the little Kite learnt to fly (Poem) 5 * Summarize the poem. Summarize the poem. Recite the poem with expressions and correct intonation. Identify the figures of speech. Infer the meanings and elicit answers for the given questions.Word Web, Listening Power, Paragraph Course Reader, Listening task, flash cards CRITICAL THINKING/ INDEPENDENT * Arabic translation and meaning for the word ‘self-confidence’.How is self-confidence and self-esteem related to each other? 
Robin Hood and Little John 5 Connect the lesson with a question: What qualities do you see in Infer the theme of the text while reading. Role play, Cause and effect task sheet, Reader, Listening task, flash cards * CRITICAL THINKING/ INDEPENDENT Through Venn Poster Making: Create a poster and a slogan on anti -bullying.
Lines Written in Early Spring (poem) 5 To explain how specific words, phrases, or images help create Recognizes some different forms of Short Answer Questions (Speaking), Listen to the audio and framing questions (Listening), Create an acrostic poem & Class Presentations.Reader, Audio clips, PPT (MS Teams), Listening *  CRITICAL THINKING/ PROBLEM SOLVING/ Prepare a Power point presentation or creative pamphlet about the flora and fauna of U.A.E.What is the message contained in the saying “Count your 

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory (Story) 5 *Understand ideas and information by summarizing main ideas supporting details.                 * To connect and relate prior experiences, insights and ideas.                                                                                     To describe and demonstrate use of text features (e.g.: titles, captions, text highlighting, illustrations, sidebars) to understand the text.                 Construct a paragraph by using a variety of connecting words to combine ideas and sentences, indicate comparisons, sequence and describe the cause and effect relationships Design a picture story after reading the text (Writing, Reading), Listening Comprehensions (Listening), PPT different types of adventurous stories (Speaking), Paragraph WritingReader, Audio clips, PPT (MS Teams), Listening * CRITICAL THINKING/ LOGICAL ANALYSIS/ Prepare a brochure Research about the different varieties of chocolate available. 

Structure-Grammar 5 Positive and Negative sentences Conversion of positive sentences into Completing the Task Sheets, Quizlet Handouts, PPT, Flash Cards, *COLLABORATION, CRITICAL THINKING/ LOGICAL ANALYSIS/ CREATIVIYWrite the question words found in the Arabic language.Write the various question words found in Hindi/malayalam language.
To develop their vocabulary by applying strategies (e.g., phonic knowledge skills, visual memory, spelling patternsTo recognize some different forms of poetry. To identify how language, structure and presentation contribute to meaning.  To prepare poems and play scripts to read aloud.  Create an acrostic poem or acronym, Prepare questions, QuizPPT of famous travellers, Reader, Images, Flash Cards*COLLABORATION, CRITICAL THINKING/ Famous sailors and travellers of UAE. Collect information about them and prepare a booklet.Social Science: Famous Explorers and Voyages
Simple Tenses (present, past and future), Continuous Tenses (present continuous, past continuous and future continuous), Present and Past Participles To differentiate between the three simple tenses and three continuous tenses. Conversion of sentence structures using different tenses; Error correction with regard to tensesBrainstorming the prior knowledge about tenses. Inferring the formation of different tense structures using questioning and output to input method.Video, flash cards, Exit cards, PPT, sticky notes, charts* CRITICAL THINKING/ LOGICAL ANALYSIS/ List the diiferent tenses used in the Arabic language.Prepare a weather forecast employing the different simple and continuous tenses.

Mad Hatter’s Tea Party 

(Graphic Story)
5 To summarize the main ideas, identifying key details. To express a personal viewpoint with supporting details and recognize that it may differ from the other.                                           Develops a complete plot with characters, setting, problems, events and solutions.                Design a picture story (Writing), Reader, Audio clips, PPT (MS Teams), Listening 

task, flash cards, reading cards,

*INDEPENDENT LEARNING/ PROBLEM 

SOLVING.

Enact the story in Arabic with the help of Arabic teacher.Prepare an invitation card and a list of healthy snacks for a tea 

party.
My Early Home 5 To connect and relate prior experiences, insights and ideas.

To summarize the main ideas, identifying key details.

Create their own story – down the memory laneCreating an illustration and speech bubbles with appropriate dialogues.                                               Pairing Feelings and Words worksheet.Reader, Video of Black Beauty, PPT about the 

author (MS Teams), Listening task, reading cards,

*INDEPENDENT LEARNING/ PROBLEM 

SOLVING.

Prepare a short poem or story about your favourite cartoon character in Arabic.Prepare a fact file or ppt showcasing a comparison between 

the ancient and modern ways of life.
Structure-Grammar 5 Types of prepositions - prepositions of time, place, movement and directionGenerate and develop ideas through Concept map, tasksheets, quiz Powerpoint presentation, assignment, CRITICAL THINKING/ INDEPENDENT LEARNING Write the prepositions used in Arabic with illustrationsExplain any appropriate science experiment with the maximum number of prepositions.
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Q. How do you think trusting children with money matters 

will help them to become independent and responsible 

citizens?                                                                                                                                                                         

                                                                         Q. Why is it 

essential for us humans to have knowledge about our 

planet earth, the natural disasters and the dangers 

Q. Why is it important to develop healthy habits and good 

behaviour in childhood itself?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

                                                                                                                                                                               

                                                               Q. Why is man called as a 

social-animal? How did the Covid-19 pandemic adversely 

1. Culinary Video - 

Record a video of a 

recipe making of any 

Sikkimese cuisine. 

While choosing a 

dish, following 

parameters are to be 

kept in mind: Reason 

for choosing the 

dish; Ingredients to 

be used; Nutritional 

value of the 

ingredient and the 

food group that they 

1. With the help of 

Mandala Art create a 

factfile about the 

unique flora and 

fauna of Sikkim.                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                          

                                                  

          2. Crafts of 

Sikkim - The craft 

work and the craft 

Q. How Would Your Perspective Be Different If You Were on the Opposing Side of Robin Hood?                                                                                                                                                                                                                           Q. If you were a kite who is afraid of flying in the blue skies, what would you do?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      Q. 'Experience is the best teacher', how and why?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Q. How do you think we can help October

November

January

April

May

June

                               SUMMER VACATION 

* CRITICAL THINKING/ LOGICAL ANALYSIS/ 

CREATIVIY

The vision and dream of Sheikh Zayed for a prosperous U.A.ENatural disasters - the dangers associated with it and the precautions required to face the natural disasters.

4

TERM 1 EXAMINATION

7 Understand ideas and information by summarizing main ideas supporting details. To connect and relate prior experiences, insights and ideas.To describe and demonstrate use of text features (e.g.: titles, captions, text highlighting, illustrations, sidebars) to understand the text. • Construct a paragraph by using a variety of connecting words to combine ideas and sentences, indicate comparisons, sequence and describe the cause and effect relationships

February

ANNUAL EXAMINATION 2021-22March

December
              WINTER VACATION 

7

Binker (poem)

Strcuture - Grammar
7

The Boy Who Saved His Village PPT, assignment, video, Story Books, Flash Cards, Learning Mat, quiz

REVISION

5

Design a picture story after reading the text (Writing, Reading), Listening Comprehensions (Listening), PPT different types of adventurous stories (Speaking), Paragraph Writing

September 4

Q. Why do you think some people get attracted to some 

out-of-the-ordinary pets?

Q. In the rat race of life, people have forgotten how to 

enjoy the beauty of nature. How will it prove to be 

disatrous for the human race?                                                                                                                                                     

                                                                                             Q.  How 

Q. How do you think being positive helps a person to face 

all the challenges and overcome the hurdles of life?

Q. Trapping and poaching animals is causing many species 

to disappear. As students think and discuss about some the 

Q. Why do you think that there is an increase in the 

number of orphanages and old age homes in our society? 

As future citizens how can you curb the rise of these old 

age homes? 




